
203. Night Attack on the Sanjo Palace 

Kamakura Period, Japan. 

c. 1250-1300 C. E. Handscroll (ink and color on paper) (2 images) 

 Video at Vimeo https://vimeo.com/116874018 

 Content: (and back story) 

o primary battle of the Heiji Rebellion.[1] In early January 1160, after Taira no Kiyomori left Kyoto on a 

family pilgrimage, Fujiwara no Nobuyori and Minamoto no Yoshitomo saw an opportunity to effect 

changes they sought in the government. With a force of roughly five hundred men, they attacked in the 

night, kidnapping former emperor Emperor Go-Shirakawa, and setting fire to the Palace. They also 

abducted and imprisoned then current emperor, Emperor Nijō, who supported their enemies, the Taira 

clan and Fujiwara no Michinori 

o They next attacked the manor house of Michinori, setting it too aflame and killing all those 

inside, with the exception of Michinori himself, who was captured later and decapitated. 

Nobuyori forced Emperor Nijō to name him imperial chancellor, completing one of the first 

important steps towards gaining power over his rivals.[2] 

o However, Taira no Kiyomori returned soon afterwards, with his son Taira no Shigemori and a 

small force. The Minamoto, reinforced with men from Kamakura led by Yoshitomo's eldest son 

Minamoto no Yoshihira, were the larger force but were unprepared, and hesitated at Kiyomori's 

return. The Taira were thus allowed to return to their family's mansion in the Rokuhara district, 

where they would plan tactics and strategies, and gain many more warriors.[2] 

o At the end of January, the Taira smuggled the Emperor Nijō and his empress consort out of the 

Sanjō Palace and into the Rokuhara mansion, disguised as a lady in waiting. Meanwhile, the 

Taira also helped the former emperor Emperor Go-Shirakawa escape from the Minamoto as 

well.[2] 

o On the morning of February 5, Minamoto no Yoshitomo and his men prepared to defend the 

Palace against the inevitable Taira assault. The defense held out for a time, until a portion of the 

Taira feigned a retreat, luring Minamoto warriors out of the Palace, and giving the rest of their 

force an opportunity to rush the Gates and, soon afterwards, drive the Minamoto out. 

Yoshitomo's men were then obliged to attack the Rokuhara mansion, but failed in their assault, 

and fled Kyoto, meeting resistance along the way from the warrior monks of Mount Hiei who 

they had attacked in decades past 

o  

 Artistic choices (form): 

o The viewer can see the warriors on horseback, armed with bow and arrow and dressed with an array of 

armor and dressings compiled of a tan, brown and black color. We can see dead warriors on the ground 

along with a few horses falling to the ground from maybe being shot and unable to stand. Court ladies 

and their young maids are trying frantically to make it to a well to get away from the fighting, but some 

don’t make it. To the right of the picture, we can see the grey colored smoke coming off the brightened 

array of orange flames from an explosion of some sort. The artist used emphasis of the bright flames to 

obtain our eyes on it and to show the heat and intensity of the burning. There is a principle of rhythm in 

the way the warriors, horses and the emperor are fleeing towards the left towards a gate in fright and 

fearfulness. The artist uses lines in the way he angles the wall towards the gate on the left and to show 

maybe a hallway that extends to the back of the picture 
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o Size: 16.25in X 22ft 9in. 

 

 


